DUPLICATION TESTIMONIALS!
By the way, congrats to John Lester for once more proving why this is
the best organization in the history of marketing. This keeps getting
so facilitated that success now seems like just following the steps.
John McMenemy
You give us the tools and we use them. Thanks for your hardwork.
You da man. Brian Clark. Atlanta, GA
John, I just wanted to tell you how impressed I am with how you have
created such a great network of people all working together to create
such an exciting marketing thrust. I personally have been involved in
direct response marketing for many years. I currently am involved
in several network marketing programs. I have made my living since
November 95 in network marketing and I love it. But I have been
looking for teams to get involved with and it looks like you and your
group is exactly what I'm looking for. I have a number of people who
will be coming in...soon. Every one I tell about your support and
marketing direction gets excited. With the kind of approach you
have it's so easy to get others excited about the prospect of creating
a TURNKEY operation when they know that there's so much support
online. Looking Forward to working with you! Darryl Bouchard

John, I am truly impressed with the simplicity of both the marketing
and distribution system you have assembled. A little about myself:
Dave Carleton, age 43, retired electronics engineer from the Navy (21
yrs). I am...working on better internet marketing methods. I also
currently work for a defense contractor writing some MS-Access
programs to assist the maintenance command here in management of
their work packages, and am writing this Email from the job-site in
SASEBO, JAPAN. I look forward to a long and prosperous
association.....Dave
John, That was really great news! Thanks! I'll just keep my eye out
for the checks so I can put them in the bank! My wife Angela is going
to be helping me alot as I start a new job Monday. I'm also excited...I
signed up two people my first day...WOW THIS SYSTEM REALLY
WORKS! You are a true leader and I genuinely appreciate all the help
and direction you give us. Talk to you soon! Brian & Angela Clark
Thanks for knowing just what I wanted and needed to round out and
simplify my internet marketing strategies. Leona Crain
John, I may be new to computers but I am not new to direct
marketing. I hope everyone truly understands the value of your
message and info. You have done all the work to refine a process and
freely shared it with us all. Nicers continue to prove what an absolute
elite group they are. Try and find this kind of support anywhere else.
It can't be found. I personally thank you John for sharing that
most valuable info to us all and may I say in the words from a great
advertising campaign, " I love you, man"! I am on my way to follow
your lead. Thanks again. Tom Nicoli
Thanks for what you've done here. They say you can tell a man by his
created deeds, well your system here is speaking volumes (with good
stuff) about you and your project...Jay Orleans
Hi Everyone! I just wanted to post a note and say THANK YOU for the
big welcome I received from many members. I have only been here
for a couple of days, and received quite a few notes. I hope to be a
contibuting member to this group, and hopefully will be able to follow
the outline for success that seems to be very SOLID. I have been
researching many biz-ops for the past two years on-line, and I can
honestly say that this one gives me good vibes. I have yet to see
a more comprehensive set of Internet marketing tools available to all
members. John Mota

HEY John Lester, THANK YOU FOR THIS INCREDIBLE SYSTEM! Yvonne
Garcia
I know from the old days you are a guru at well written sales letters.
Keith Bacor
John, This whole package is truly awe inspiring to witness....the
process is a thing of beauty! The FAQs at the gemsoc is another
example of an outstanding contribution coming from a group of
people pulling in a unified and positive direction. Thanks for all that
you do! Richard Hickey
John great guns. I just keep sending them out and you keep realing
them in. this is terrific. Thank you. Mark Ekwalls
What we have before us is a chance for greatness. As John Lester has
stated we are riding the wave of 5 MEGATRENDS. By taking
advantage of our position, AND using the skills and techniques of the
NICEr teachings, anyone, regardles of where they are at this moment
can accomplish whatever it is they wish. MANY of those on this list
server are doing just that. Those that wish to be successful will LEARN
from those that have come before them. Jeff Lehman
John, I was recalling my comment that I read everything written by
John Lester. If I have the time I read theirs too. But I was reminded of
Kevin Costner's movie "Field of Dreams" when he heard the whisper
"build it and they will come". He built it and they came. That is what
you have done with Nicers! And you keep building it and they keep
coming. Making it better and stronger while they keep coming. You
continue writing it and they continue coming, as I do, to read it. As
Billy Crystal says "Mahvulus Dawling, just Mahvulus". Doug Olsen
John, I really appreciate your efforts and SUPER support I try the
same with my "STMS" system for my group. It's so amazing that
more people don't take responsibility for building their biz and making
sure THEIR people know what to do. It's funny. So many people in my
group say to me "keep up the great support" and it sometimes
crosses my mind "why not YOU TOO for your people?" "What are YOU
doing for your people?" I just find their thinking kind of odd that they
sometimes seem to expect more from their upline than they're willing
to do themselves. I'm not that way. I respect the EXTRA miles you go
in your support and definitely never EXPECT it. I appreciate it each

day and don't take it for granted. Yours for support, Wayne Gerald,
President, Success Teams Marketing
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